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 1 Start off the year 
with a family walk and 
talk. Think of a 
physical activity you 
could do as a family 
this month. 

2 Using a laundry basket 
and recycled paper, make 
a bunch of paper balls 
and practice throwing 
into the basket from 
different distances. 

3 Find a place in your 
home where you can roll. 
Practice rolling with a 
long, straight body and 
with a small, coiled body. 

4 Play follow-the-leader. 
Take turns moving to a 
different area and then do 
a fun movement in each 
space. 
 

5 Play add-on. Take turns 
doing one simple 
movement, such as 
bending your elbow. As 
you do a new movement, 
repeat the movements that 
have already been done. 
 

6 Go ice skating inside! 
Put two paper plates on 
the floor and use them to 
skate around. Try taking 
big steps or small steps; 
try going in a straight line 
or a curvy line. 

7 Practice your jumping 
and hopping today. 
How far can you go? 
How many can you do 
in a row? 

8 Let’s go silly 
walking! Walk all 
around your home 
acting out different 
emotions. Can you 
walk happy, sad, shy 
and angry? 

9 Have fun rolling a ball 
back and forth to each 
other. Start out really 
close then move further 
away. 
 

10 Work on your catching 
today. Toss a scarf or ball 
to yourself. Watch it move 
through the air and make a 
home for it with your 
hands. Can you clap your 
hands or touch your 
tummy before you catch 
it?  

11 Practice your galloping 
today. Try to use your 
hands to do other things 
while your legs are 
galloping, such as waving, 
clapping or snapping. 

12 Put some music on and 
dance! Try to keep 
moving for an entire song. 

 

13 Play the Mirror Game. 
Face your mom or dad and 
copy what they do with 
their bodies as if you were 
looking into a mirror. 

14 Pretend as if you 
were just waking up, act 
out all the things you do 
in a day. From brushing 
your teeth, to chasing 
the dog, to washing 
your hair, to cleaning 
your room. 
 

15 Go on an imaginary 
walking trip. Pretend 
to walk through the 
sand, over a bridge, 
into the mud or under a 
tree. 
 

16 Ask others in your 
family to pretend to be in 
a parade with you. Each 
of you can imagine that 
you are playing a 
different instrument as 
your march in a line. 

17 Play a game of Shape 
It! Pick something in the 
house and your job is to 
put your body into that 
shape. 

18 Pretend to go through 
the four seasons. What 
would you look like if you 
were moving in the 
winter? How about the 
summer, spring or fall? 

19 Today you are going to 
be rain. Can you act out a 
mist, a drizzle or a 
downpour? What about a 
windy rain, a cold rain or 
a heavy rain? 

20 It rained yesterday so 
there are lots of puddles 
today. Pretend to run 
through the puddles, jump 
over the puddles, crawl 
around the puddles and 
splash in the puddles.  

21 Time to get outside 
and take a nature walk 
around your home or 
neighborhood. Make 
sure to go with a 
grown-up. 

22 Make a tunnel using 
chairs and a blanket. 
Have fun crawling 
through it and running 
around it. 

23 Body Ball Roll: Using 
a ball such as a beach ball 
work on rolling the ball 
around the body. Stand 
up, sit down, kneel or lay 
down.  

24 Time to explore space. 
Using a scarf explore the 
space around you. Move 
the scarf up and down, in 
different pathways, shapes 
and sizes. 

25 Move like things 
around the house. Can you 
be a blender? How about a 
washing machine? How 
about a light switch or the 
vacuum? 

26 Go on a color walk. 
Try to find as many 
different colors as you 
can. When you find a 
color do 10 jumps before 
going to a new color. 

27 Find two different 
songs – one fast and one 
slow. Do a fast dance and 
then do a relaxing slow 
stretch. 

28 Cut out snowflakes 
and make a trail. Move 
along the trail. 

29 Roll up some socks, 
put them on a big 
beach towel, hold onto 
the ends of the towel 
and fling the socks into 
the air. 

30 Spread out a bunch of 
cotton balls on one side 
of the room. Start on the 
other end, run to the 
cotton, pick up one ball 
with a clothespin, run 
back and put it in a 
bucket. 

31 What was your favorite 
activity this month? Give 
it another try! 
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